
Oil & NATURA G·S COMMISSIO
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DATE: H \ 0 fS \ 0& -

To,
The Executive Director, MH-Asset

. Western Offshore Unit
rUJ \ ONGC, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra (East),
fr A ~ymbai: 400 051.
Iklg\iC'&

Respected Sir,

We are in receipt of a letter from our secretary, offshore MR. Ravi Wate, which is included
for your perusal, It is unfortunate to learn, such blatant flouting of norms and turning a
blind eye towards appears forwarded and brought to the notice of aIM & LM

Basic needs like food; drinking water & clothing can be exposed to quality compromises is
unthinkable, with our experience in so many years with your esteemed authority we
believe, these things must not have reached your office, otherwise corrective measures
would have been taken without going us this opportunity to bring to your notice.

It will be immature on our part to tell the severness of offshore ON/OFF assignment, the
psychological trauma one faces with isolation mainly after use have witnessed two
accident like, BHN inferno & watery grave of 27 personnel along with the helicopter, it is
absolutely disgraceful to know that even the entertainment system has to wait more than
a year to see the light of the day, which is exceptional source to counter monotony.

We request your esteemed authority to have an personnel overview of the situation and
take immediate steps in implementing the issues pointed out.

With regards,

king you,

s faithfully,

(Pradeep Mayekar)
General Secretary

cc:
1. G.G.M. (HR/ER), WOU, NSE plaza, Bandra (E), Mumbai. ..~

\\'vtJ¥" ~ 2. Location Manager, BHS, Mumbai , ,-,~_-1, _, •
~1' L-3: __Ct,. aIM, BHS - Complex.

4~cDY. General Manager (HR), MH-Asset, Vasudhara Bhavan Bandra (E), Mumbai
~'~ Dy. General Manager (IR), NSE, Bandra (E), Mumbai.
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